THEME 7: BUILT IN THE NATURAL WORLD
Charles Wright Architects and
Tonkin Zulaikha Greer/Taylor Cullity Leathlean/ Aurecon

Charles Wright Architects

Work: The Cairns Botanical Gardens Visitors Centre 2012

When given the brief that the Cairns Botanical Gardens Visitors Centre building ‘should blend seamlessly with
the environment ’, Charles Wright Architects put forward the most obvious solution - a mirrored surface. As well
as their material selection an innovation, so is the shape of the structure. They created organic, flowing walls to
appear as part of the natural lines of leafy foliage abundant in the Botanic Garden around it.
The vast reflective surface the the Visitors Centre has created a building that seems to be alive as it continually
responds to changes in the weather, the time of day and the seasons are mirrored on its facade.
In finalizing the choice of materials for the Centre some compromises had to be made as glass was considered
to be too heavy to be used in the construction of the whole building. A new reflective cladding never used in
Australia before and made from a very thin stainless steel composite, was used in conjunction with one way
mirrors, to give a stunning view of the Gardens to the office workers inside the building.
Another clever use of glass was the contribution of environmental and public artist Jill Chism, whose organic
and inspired digital art works are sandwiched between two layers of glass along a public walkway, to further
blend the outside with the inside for the viewer.
Architect`s statement
We set-out to design a “green” building which represents a paradigm shift for Cairns, moving away from the
conventional building vernaculars toward new and progressive solutions that can be applied anywhere on a
tropical latitude. There was a collective desire to attract both national and international attention, which would
also aid in creating new opportunities and connections to existing facilities, communities and groups.
Charles Wright Architects drew inspiration from the suit worn by the alien-hunter in the 1987 movie Predator
to give both buildings a reflective outer coating that would play down their impact on the park landscape. “We
proposed a design which literally reflects the gardens as camouflage for the building,” explain the architects.
Rather than cover the surfaces with a single polished plane of metal, the architects added a series of flat panels

that break the facade down into facets. Each one sits at an incrementally different angle and helps to muddle
the reflected images.
http://www.dezeen.com/2013/03/11/cairns-botanic-gardens-visitors-centre-by-ch

Other Perspectives
The jury commented, “A courageous and radical departure from classic crafted and lightweight Queensland
visitor centres, this alternative approach to environmental fit has clearly generated a potent sense of place and
use of light. Exhibits both outstanding working and visitor environments within a clear sustainability ethos.”
http://www.archdaily.com/239957/cairns-botanic-gardens-visitors-centre-charles

Camouflaged in an Australian rainforest located in Far North Queensland, this unique gateway into the Cairns
Botanic Gardens Visitors Centre is the recipient of the 2012 Eddie Oribin Award for Building of the Year
presented by the Australian Institute of Architects (AIA). In June 2009, Charles Wright Architects (CWA) was
invited by the Cairns Regional Council to enter a limited competition for the design of a new Visitors’ Centre for
the Cairns Botanical Gardens. The Council sought fresh and challenging ideas to create a memorable piece of
tropical architecture that would blend seamlessly into the surrounding environment.
http://www.archdaily.com/239957/cairns-botanic-gardens-visitors-centre-charles

Tonkin Zulaikha Greer / Taylor Cullity Leathlean / Aurecon
Work:

The River Torrens Riverbank Precinct Pedestrian Bridge 2012-14

Adelaide`s new footbridge is a major new piece of urban infrastructure developed by Tonkin Zulaikha Greer
(TZG) architects in collaboration with engineers and urban designers Aurecon and landscape architects Taylor
Cullity Leathlean. The bridge provides a connector between the busy Festival Centre and Railway hub on the
south bank with the newly redeveloped Adelaide Oval on the north bank.
Architects TZG have utilized the properties of glass in a large number of their civic architectural projects. This
bridge is the company’s largest commitment to glass as a building component as they clad its complete surface
in heat strengthened laminated glass, 8.76 millimeter thick. To add a milky depth to its surface they added a
‘Polar White’ interlayer. The bridge sweeps across the river in an elegant curve culminating in an artificial
waterfall, this water flow aiding in the aeration of the river below.
The choice of glass cladding was an aesthetic device to lighten the visual appearance of the bridge. Its milky
opaque surface makes luminous reflections of natural and artificial light. This surface also reflect the bridge`s
image onto the water below adding a new interest to the river surface and helps to meld it into its surrounding
landscape.
Architect’s statement
‘Glass was chosen for the bridge cladding as glass uniquely combines very high durability with lightness and
strength. Adding interlayers with colour and texture and even images deepen its innate reflectivity, to produce
an evocative, low –maintenance surface. Since the Gothic cathedrals with their thousand year old brilliance of
light and colour, glass has been an inspiration to architects.’
Ewan McEoin, Glass: art design architecture catalogue,JamFactory, Adelaide 2015, p 210

Other Perspectives
In collaboration with engineers and urban designers Aurecon and landscape architects Taylor Cullity Lethlean,
TZG won the competition for this significant public infrastructure in 2012.
The project is the first part of the implementation of the Riverbank Masterplan, a strategic approach to
connecting and enlivening the city’s arc of waterfront parkland. The 8 m wide bridge will link the redeveloped
Adelaide Oval to the city, spanning nearly 75m over the River Torrens through the nationally-listed Adelaide
Parklands. Using the new bridge, pedestrians can access the Festival Centre, Adelaide Railway Station and
new Convention Centre.
The elegant curve of the bridge sweeps lightly through this iconic setting, complementing the adjoining
structures and having minimal impact on the green spaces. It has been designed with maximum lightness
and simplicity, its faceted profile, clad in white glass, reflecting the water and greenery, supported on
dramatically- angled V columns.
The project’s vision was to create not only the bridge, but also a series of new ‘people spaces’ on the waterfront,
each with its own character and amenity.
To the south, expanded facilities for the Festival Centre include a new restaurant and offices, outdoor
relaxation and event spaces, and a new civic-scaled stairway to the riverfront. This generous stepped outdoor
space includes a major water cascade and significant planting.
To the north, the curve of the bridge encloses a new informal amphitheatre as well as a plaza linking to the
Oval’s redeveloped forecourt. The termination of the bridge is a dramatic Belvedere, hovering above the river,
where a new water wall will aerate and cleanse the lake.
Watch time-lapse video of the bridge under construction here- (http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=uoRx4C7kqyo)
http://www.tzg.com.au/project/adelaide-riverbank-pedestrian-bridge/

